Adapted

MindMasters

Thank you to CHEO (Children’s Hospital of
Eastern Ontario) for granting us permission
to adapt MindMasters for Nunavut schools.
MindMasters promotes emotional regulation
by teaching children skills in relaxation,
positive thinking and mindfulness. Outcomes
from numerous studies show improvement in
managing daily stressors as a result of using
this program.
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Spaghetti Toes
Hey kids. Wiggle your fingers, wiggle
your toes, wiggle your legs, wiggle
your nose. Let’s all play spaghetti toes.
Sit or lie down in a way that makes
you feel good or comfortable. Close
your eyes. Be very quiet and still
and just listen to my voice. Breathe
in slowly, breathe out slowly. We are
going to play a game called Spaghetti
toes. There are lots of games you can
play with your mind and body. You
can make your body run fast or sit
still. You can make your mind think
of funny things or relaxing things. In
order to play spaghetti toes you have
to listen closely and do what I ask.
Can you do that? Great. Let’s begin.
Did you ever see spaghetti before it is
cooked? It’s kind of hard and stiff and
it is easy to break. When it is cooked,
it is warm and soft and it kind of lies
down and curls up on your plate. I
want to see if you can talk to your toes
to get them to go soft and sleepy like
warm spaghetti lying on your plate.
Tell your toes to wiggle. Are they
wiggling? On both feet? Good. Now
tell those toes to stop wiggling. Tell
them to go soft and sleepy like warm
spaghetti lying on your plate. Wiggle
your legs. Now tell your legs to go soft
and sleepy like warm spaghetti lying
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on your plate. Wiggle your behind or
bum. Let it go soft and sleepy. Wiggle
your fingers. See if you can make
those fingers go warm and soft and
sleepy like spaghetti lying on your
plate. Now wiggle your arms. Tell your
arms to go soft and warm and sleepy
like spaghetti lying on your plate. Let
your whole body go soft and warm
and sleepy like soft spaghetti lying
on your plate. That’s really good. Your
body is listening well. Let your body
stay like warm spaghetti and just
listen to my voice. I want to tell you
how spaghetti toes can help you. If
you are scared or angry or something
hurts your body gets kind of hard
and stiff like hard spaghetti before
it is cooked. You can make yourself
feel a whole lot better if you tell your
hands and toes and muscles to go soft
and sleepy like warm spaghetti lying
on your plate. Spaghetti toes can help
you take away bad feelings, worries
and hurts. If you’re feeling scared
or angry use spaghetti toes to calm
down and make yourself feel better.
Practice doing spaghetti toes at home
when you’re playing and before you
go to sleep at night. Then you will get
really good at it and it will help you a
lot. Before you go let’s try talking to

your mouth. Wiggle your mouth. Let
it go soft and quiet and sleepy. Wiggle
your tongue. Let it go soft and sleepy.
Wiggle your eyebrows. Let them go

soft and sleepy. Let your whole you
go warm and soft and cozy. Let your
whole body feel great.

II Advisory Team Comments
This is a good tool for young students to learn to breathe in a way that
helps them manage themselves. This is also a good tool to bring students
back on track (if they are hyper or unfocused, etc.) It can help them
to listen more closely and learn. Use this tool when you teach about
feelings. For example that it’s okay to get mad, to have feelings, as long
as you don’t hurt other people or property. Be sure to talk about it so that
you don’t explode like lava. (Anger is like a volcano). Consider modifying
the words to use with older students. Use this tool on a regular basis.
Breathing exercises help relax body and soul.
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Relaxing Belly
Breathe in, breathe out. Breathe in,
breathe out. That’s what relaxing
belly is all about. Sit or lie down in
a way that makes you feel good or
comfortable. Close your eyes. Be
very quiet and just listen to my voice.
Breathe in slowly, breathe out slowly.
The game we’re going to play now is
called relaxing belly. It’s a game you
play by breathing air into and out of
your body in a special way. It’s kind of
like filling your belly with air and then
letting the air flow out of your belly.
Breathe in slowly (breath in), breathe
out slowly (breath out). Breathe in
slowly (breath in), breathe out slowly
(breath out). Now tell your belly and
your body to be very quiet. Gently put
one hand right on top of your belly
button. Feel your hand get warm and
comfortable and relaxed as it rests on
your belly. Now see if you can get your
hand to move up and down gently by
breathing air into your belly. See if you
can breathe in air slowly and gently
until your belly pushes your hand up.
Then see if you can breathe out slowly
so that your hand sinks down into
your belly. Breathe in (breath in) let

your belly push your hand up slowly.
Breathe out (breath out) let your hand
sink down gently. Breathe in (breath
in) feel your belly slowly fill right up.
Breathe out (breath out) let your belly
sink way down. Breathe in (breath
in) feel your belly gently push your
hand up. Breathe out (breath out) feel
your belly slowly pull your hand way
down. Breathe in (breath in) belly way
up. Breathe out (breath out) belly way
down. Breathe in (breath in) belly way
up. Breathe out (breath out) belly way
down. Good. Now just keep breathing
easily and slowly while I tell you how
relaxing belly can help you. Relaxing
belly can help you whenever you want
to relax or feel better or be calmer or
go to sleep. Relaxing belly can help
you feel better if you are scared or
upset or mad or if something hurts.
Whenever you are worried or scared
or something hurts do relaxing belly.
If you can start doing relaxing belly
before you get upset it will help you
keep calmer. Use your relaxing belly
every day to make yourself feel good
and calm and happy.

II Advisory Team Comments
Instead of “Relaxing Belly” you can call it “Tunnu” (caribou fat)
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Peaceful Place – Out on the Land
In this peaceful place out on the land
we are going to practice, feeling calm
and peaceful throughout the day.
Sit or lie down in a way that makes
you feel good or comfortable. Get
yourself into a comfortable position.
Close your eyes. Be very quiet. Listen
to my voice. Breathe in slowly (breath
in), breathe out slowly (breath out).
Today we are going to visit a very
special place. This is a quiet, calm
and relaxing place. It’s called peaceful
place out on the land. Are you ready?
Ok, let’s go. Imagine that you are out
on the land sitting or lying quietly
near the tent. It is a beautiful, clear
day. The weather is calm and you
feel happy and peaceful. Look around
you. There is the tent, you can see
the water and you can hear the river
flowing. Maybe you just finished
helping to get fresh water from
the river. The water was clear and
smooth and the sun is shining in the
sky. You saw pigeons and arctic loons
floating past making only a tiny ripple
and then the water was calm again.

Everything is calm and quiet. Maybe
you can hear the sounds of people
talking and laughing and playing
music. Maybe you will join in a game
later or maybe you will go fishing, but
right now you are just happy being
here. You can feel the sun on your
face. It makes you feel very calm and
very sleepy. There is a gentle breeze
and you can hear the sound of the
birds nearby. You feel very peaceful
and very relaxed. Above you the sun
is shining and fluffy white clouds are
floating in the blue sky. You feel as
though you are as light and fluffy as
the clouds. Your body is very still. You
are breathing very slowly and deeply
and your mind is relaxed. You feel
very peaceful out on the land. This is
your peaceful place and you can visit
whenever you would like. Breathe
in the peaceful, happy feeling from
this place out on the land. When you
open your eyes you will continue to
feel calm and peaceful for the rest of
the day.

II Advisory Team Notes
Feel free to change or add other images that you know would be
helpful for students such as being with family, playing out, sense
of freedom with no time to follow, no agenda, no schedule.
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A Special Place
Close your eyes and put a smile on
your face. It’s time to visit your special
place. Sit or lie down in a way that
makes you feel good or comfortable.
Close your eyes. Be very quiet. Listen
to my voice. Breathe in slowly (breath
in). Breathe out slowly (breath out).
Today we are going to play an imagine
game. Do you like to imagine things?
You can imagine all kinds of things.
You can imagine that you are flying
like a bird in the sky. You can imagine
that you are riding on a ski doo or
you are in a qamutik. Or maybe you
are driving a team of dogs across
the snow. You can imagine anything.
Today in your mind I would like you to
imagine you are visiting a very special
place. It is a happy place, a quiet place,
a fun place to visit. It is a place where
you feel happy and calm. It can be a
real place or it can be a pretend place.
You decide what your special place
looks like and feels like. Are you ready
to go? Great. Let’s go! Keep your eyes
closed and pretend that you are in
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your special place right now. Look
around. What do your eyes see? Do
you see the sky or tundra or a nice
comfy place to sit? Imagine you see all
your favourite things. Listen. What do
your ears here? Do you hear animals
or music? What kind of sounds do
you hear? What are you doing in your
special place? Are you lying or sitting
in a comfy spot? Imagine you feel
comfy and cozy. You can make your
special place any place that you like
to be. When you are there you feel
exactly the way you like to feel. You
can feel happy or calm, safe or strong.
How do you feel in your special place?
Enjoy the good feelings you have
in your special place. When you are
ready to come back from your special
place all you have to do is open your
eyes. Whenever you want to go back
to your special place all you have to
do is close your eyes and imagine it.
Visit your special place whenever you
want to feel good, calm and happy.

Treasure Hunting for Highlights
Highlights here, highlights there,
looking for highlights everywhere.
Sit or lie down in a way that makes
you feel good or comfortable. Close
your eyes. Be very quiet. Just listen
to my voice. Breathe in slowly (breath
in). Breathe out slowly (breath out).
I want to tell you a little story about
filling a treasure box with happy
things. These happy things are
called highlights. I once knew a little
girl who was not very happy at all.
She hardly ever smiled. She told me
most days were either boring or
sad or no fun. The other kids called
her Gloom because she was quite
gloomy. One day I asked her if she
had ever gone treasure hunting for
happy highlights. She said she didn’t
know what happy highlights were.
I told her that treasure hunting for
happy highlights was different from
anything she had ever done before. To
hunt for highlights you have to look
for all the good things that you do or
see or hear or feel or taste or smell in
a day. She said that she wanted to play
tomorrow. So when tomorrow came
she started the day out with her eyes
and ears and heart out wide open for
good things. When she woke up in
the morning, her mom went into her
room and gave her a big hug. That was
the first little treasure she put in her

happy highlight treasure box. Then
she got to eat her favourite breakfast
food and it was delicious. That was
her second happy highlight. After
breakfast she played outside and
enjoyed watching the ravens playing.
That was the third little treasure she
put in her happy highlight treasure
box. Later that day, two of her friends
came over and they laughed and
chased each other around. Those
were happy highlights four and five.
After supper, she had some berries
and a cold glass of milk, with her mom
and brother. Happy highlights six and
seven. In the bathtub she got to play
with her favourite boats and they
floated around her and never sank
once. That was highlight number
eight and the day wasn’t even over
yet. Before bed, her mother let her
pick her favourite book to read. A book
about the magic of northern lights.
After the book her mother tickled her
all over and she giggled and giggled.
Happy highlights nine and ten. Before
Gloom fell asleep she thought about
all the happy highlights she found
to put in her treasure box that day.
Just thinking about all those good
things and telling her family about
some of them made her very happy,
very proud. Gloom discovered the
more she looked for happy highlights,
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the more she found. And every time
she found a highlight she started to
bloom, like a beautiful flower when
the sun shines on it. Nobody called
her Gloom any more, they all called
her Bloom because she was blooming
like a beautiful flower. Bloom told me
that highlight hunting was like going
on a treasure hunt every day. The fun
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thing is that every day you can fill
your treasure box with happy things,
good thoughts and nice feelings. All
you have to do is look for the good
things that happen every day. Why
don’t you go on a happy highlight
hunt today, and tomorrow and the
next day? See how many treasures
you can find.

Changing Channels
Channels for happy, channels for mad,
channels for silly, channels for sad.
How many channels do you have? Get
yourself into a comfortable position.
Close your eyes. Be very quiet. Just
listen to my voice. Breathe in slowly
(breath in). Breathe out slowly (breath
out). I’d like to tell you a little story
about changing channels. TV’s have
many different channels. Funny
cartoon channels, dancing and music
channels, interesting channels about
animals. In some ways you are like a
TV. You have lots of different channels
inside of you. Happy channels, and
sad channels, grumpy channels, and
smiley channels, scary channels and
funny channels, jumping up and
down channels and sleepy channels.
The great thing about being a person
is you can decide which channel you
want to be on every day. Right now
you could be on the laughing channel
or you could be on the singing
channel, or even the running channel.
You have the power to choose which

channel you want to be on. You have
the remote control switch inside
of you. If you are on a channel that
makes you mad or angry and you
don’t like being mad or don’t want to
be angry, you can change channels.
The way to change channels is to
change what you are thinking about
or change what you are doing. You will
get really good at changing channels
by practicing. Let’s practice right now.
Pretend you are feeling sad. Can you
make a sad face? Now let’s change to
a happy channel. Think of something
happy like getting a hug from your
mom, petting your favourite animal
or playing your favourite game. Now
press your thumb hard against your
finger and put a big smile on your face.
Now you are on your happy channel.
The more you practice changing
channels the better you will get. What
channel do you want to be on today?
Click on that channel right now and
stay there for the rest of today.
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Umbalakiki
Sit or lie down in a way that makes
you feel good or comfortable. Breathe
easily and slowly. Close your eyes.
Be very quiet. Just listen to my voice.
Breathe in slowly (breath in). Breathe
out slowly (breath out). Breathe in
slowly (breath in). Breathe out slowly
(breath out). Let yourself relax.
Continue to breathe easily and slowly
and just listen to my voice while I
tell you a story about Umbalakiki.
The ideas in this story are from a
place on the other side of the world
called Papua, New Guinea. It goes like
this: The people live on the land in
little qammaq. The people use qulliq
for light and warmth. The days are
beautiful and bright like a spring day.
The birds are back, the air feels warm.
Fish are going down stream, Arctic
char is hanging to dry. The seal cubs
are out. Families are out fishing and
camping. The people are very nice
and friendly and the children love to
play together outside. They laugh a lot
and have lots of fun playing. Imagine
being outside running around, feeling
happy. When the children finish
playing games, all the children get
together in a circle. One of the children
gently touches every child on the
arm or shoulder one by one and says,
Umbalakiki, Umbalakiki which means
I take it from you, I take it from you.
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She then places her hand on a nearby
willow. The reason she does this is
to take away any unhappy feelings,
worries or anger that may have come
up during the game. This is a good
way of taking away bad feelings,
just in case any of the children were
feeling bad. This is called, “aamaq it”
(tag it). The elder who was 110 years
old in the story from Papua New
Guinea said that his people have been
doing this for many, many years. He
said that “aamaq it” (tag it) unhappy
thoughts or bad feelings, helps his
people to live happily with each other
and within themselves. You can use
Umbalakiki to feel happier too. If ever
you are feeling worried or unhappy
or angry about something, in a sport
or game, or at home or in school, or
at the health centre, walk over to a
willow, or wall or door or garbage can
and aamaq it. As you touch the wall
or door or willow pretend that you
are putting all your worries or bad
feelings into that willow or wall or
door or garbage can. Then smile and
walk away knowing that you have let
your worries go. You have put your
worries away and you are now free to
be positive or happy. Let’s play a little
pretend game or imagine game right
now to practice Umbalakiki. Think of
a worry or a not so happy feeling you

have or once had. Can you think of
one? In your mind pretend that you
are taking that worry or bad feeling
and walking over to a willow or a door
or wall. Imagine you are touching your
hand on a willow or door or wall. Say
to yourself Umbalakiki. I am putting
my worries in here. One, two, three,
now my worries are in the willow.
Then smile and say to yourself good
my worry or bad feeling is now in the
willow or door or wall. I am now free
to do something good or be happy. If
you are worried about putting your
worries into a willow because you
don’t want to hurt the willow then
put your worries some place else or
throw your worries lightly onto the
top of the willow. When the wind
blows the willow will shake and your
worries will float away. When you
are doing Umbalakiki you are putting

your worries away. You are tagging
them, or parking them, or throwing
them away right now because right
now they are not helping you. If those
worries are important to you, you
can go back to them later and take
them out of the willow or where ever
you put them. Before you go, think
of something you really like to do.
Something that makes you feel good
or strong or happy. See if you can do
that good thing today or tomorrow.
Umbalakiki.

II Advisory Team Comments
Explain to students this meditation is about healing, taking something
off and leaving it behind. After doing this meditation, anyone who
wants can use a stick or their hand and put away their worry or anger
to be taken away. Consider having a garbage can or bag available in the
classroom for the custodian to take away. The main idea here is to have
something available for students to feel free to use. Change words or
images to fit your dialect.
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Adapted

MindMasters
Part 2

Spaghetti Toes
Get yourself into a comfortable
position. Listen to my voice. We are
going to play a quiet game called
Spaghetti Toes. Have you ever seen
spaghetti before it is cooked? It is hard
and easy to break. What about after it
is cooked? It is soft and wiggly. I want
to see if you can make your toes hard
like uncooked spaghetti. Tell your
toes to become stiff and hard like
uncooked spaghetti. Curl your toes
tightly. Now tell your legs to go stiff
and hard like uncooked spaghetti.
Straighten your legs in front of your
body. How do you feel? Do you feel
very tense or nervous? Tell your
bottom to become hard like uncooked
spaghetti. Tighten your muscles in
your behind. Raise your shoulders
and make them hard like uncooked
spaghetti. Now tell your fingers to
become hard and stiff like uncooked
spaghetti. Curl your fingers into a fist.
How do you feel? This is what your
body does when you are very angry
or upset. Now let’s relax together.
Tell your toes to go soft and sleepy
like warm spaghetti. Tell your toes to
wiggle. Are they listening? Tell them
to stop wiggling and to go warm and
soft like cooked spaghetti. Wiggle one
leg. Tell that leg to go soft and sleepy
like warm spaghetti. Now wiggle
14

your other leg. Stop. Now tell it to go
soft and sleepy like cooked spaghetti.
Wiggle your behind. Now tell it to go
soft and sleepy. Tell your shoulders to
go soft like warm spaghetti. Roll your
shoulders. Let your shoulders drop.
Wiggle your fingers. Now tell your
fingers to relax. Let your fingers go
soft and still like warm spaghetti on
your plate. Let your whole body go
soft, still and relaxed just like warm
spaghetti. Breathe in (breath in).
Breathe out (breath out). Breathe in
(breath in). Breathe out (breath out).
Keep breathing slowly. When you are
scared or angry or something hurts,
your body becomes very hard and
stiff like uncooked spaghetti. You
can make yourself feel much better
by telling your fingers and your toes
and your whole body to go soft and
sleepy like warm spaghetti. Practice
Spaghetti Toes when you want to calm
down and make bad feelings go away
or when you are in bed and want to
sleep. The more you practice making
your muscles go soft and sleepy like
warm spaghetti the better you will be
at relaxing.

II Advisory Team Comments
This is a good tool for young students to learn to breathe in a way that
helps them manage themselves. This is also a good tool to bring students
back on track (if they are hyper or unfocused, etc.) It can help them
to listen more closely and learn. Use this tool when you teach about
feelings. For example that it’s okay to get mad, to have feelings, as long
as you don’t hurt other people or property. Be sure to talk about it so that
you don’t explode like lava. (Anger is like a volcano). Consider modifying
the words to use with older students. Use this tool on a regular basis.
Breathing exercises help relax body and soul.
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Relaxing Belly
Get yourself into a comfortable
position. Close your eyes and listen
to my voice. We are going to play
Relaxing Belly. Breathe in slowly
(breath in). Breathe out slowly (breath
out). Tell your belly and your body to
be very quiet. Gently put one hand on
top of your belly button. Let your hand
rest on your belly. Does your hand feel
warm? Good. Breathe in (breath in).
Breathe out (breath out). Breathe in
(breath in). Breathe out (breath out).
Did your hand move in and out each
time you took a breath? Keep going.
Breathe in. Let your belly push your
hand out slowly. Breathe out. Let your
hand sink in. Breathe in. Let your belly
push your hand out slowly. Breathe
out. Let your hand sink in. Breathe
in. Feel your belly fill right up to your
belly button. Feel your belly slowly
pull your hand way out. Breathe out,
let your belly sink way in. Breathe in
feel your belly gently push your hand
way out. Breathe out feel your belly
sink way in. Breathe in belly way out.
Breathe out belly way in. Breathe in,

belly way out. Breathe out belly way
in. Breathe in belly way out. Breathe
out belly way in. Good. You feel very
calm. You feel good. Your body feels
calm. The more you talk to your body
the more it listens. You are the boss
of your body and your belly. Keep
breathing (breath in) as I tell you how
Relaxing Belly can help you. Relaxing
Belly can help you whenever you
want to relax or be calm or go to sleep.
Whenever you are worried or scared
or something hurts do Relaxing Belly.
If you do Relaxing Belly often you
will get better and better at calming
yourself down. As you breathe out
try saying relax. Use Relaxing Belly
every day to make yourself feel calm.

II Advisory Team Comments
Instead of “Relaxing Belly” you can call it “Jello Belly”
or “Tuunu” (caribou fat).
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My Special Place
Get yourself into a comfortable
position. Close your eyes. Listen to my
voice. This activity is called My Special
Place. Today we are going to visit a
special place. This special place is a
happy place, a quiet place, a beautiful
place. This place is somewhere you
always feel happy and calm and safe.
We are going to visit this place in our
minds. Think about a place you feel
very safe and calm and happy. Where
are you? This is your special place. It
can be your bedroom, outside, out on
the land, your favourite campground,
tent near a stream, the tundra, the
beach or somewhere else. Pretend
you are in your special place right

now. What do you see? What do you
hear? What do you feel? You feel
good. You feel strong. You feel calm.
When you come back from visiting
your special place you will feel strong
and in control. You’re not scared. No
matter what happens you will be ok.
You are good. You do lots of things
well and you will be ok. Open your
eyes. Now that you are back from
your special place remember how it
made your feel? You feel happy and
hopeful and calm. You decide how you
want to feel. Visit your special place
whenever you feel scared or worried
or sad. Remember how you feel when
you visit your special place.

II Advisory Team Comments
Use what ever imagery the students would find familiar such as
grandparents’ place, church, friend’s place or school. Remember
that for some students, school is the safest place.
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Treasure Hunting
Find a comfortable position and listen
as I tell you a story about Treasure
Hunting. There once was a hunter
named Peterloosie. Peterloosie was
a very famous hunter. Not many
people had ever met Peterloosie, but
everyone had heard of Peterloosie and
his riches. All the other hunters talked
about Peterloosie and his many chests
of treasures and his kayak of gold. One
day a young girl named Lucy decided
she wanted to meet Peterloosie the
hunter, so she packed some food, set
out in her canoe to find Peterloosie.
She paddled and paddled dreaming
about all the furs and char and caribou
meat she would find when she found
Peterloosie. She paddled past small
boats and big boats and even bigger
boats, but she found no gold kayak.
She was almost out of food when she
came across a man in a small brown
kayak. She asked the man, “Have you
seen Peterloosie the hunter?” “Yes,
I’ve seen him. I’ve heard he’s very
rich. He has many treasures” said the
man. Lucy squealed with excitement.
“Ohhh, where can I find him”? “Glad
to meet you, my name is Peterloosie”
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said the man. Lucy didn’t understand.
He lived on a small boat and wore rags
for clothes. Peterloosie said, “I have
become rich by looking for treasures
each day. To find treasures you have
to look for all the good things you do,
or see, or hear or feel each day. Just
this morning I found many treasures.”
“How?” aked Lucy. “Lucy, open your
eyes and take notice of all the good
things in life. The things that make
you feel happy. Take a moment to
think about these things and they will
become your treasures which you
can keep forever” said Peterloosie.
“What about the furs and char and
caribou meat?” asked Lucy. To that
Peterloosie replied, “Real treasures
are good memories like when I woke
up this morning the sun was shining.
That was my first treasure of the day.
I caught a nice Arctic char for lunch
that was my second.” Lucy stared in
amazement. Petrloosie continued,
“Would you like to know the best
treasure I found all day?” “Yes”
replied Lucy. “I met you” he said. The
end. Remember to look for highlights
or good things in life each day. Take a

moment to appreciate or smile about
these moments and they will become
treasures. If you are feeling sad or

bored look for highlights. If you take
the time to go treasure hunting you
will feel much happier.

II Advisory Team Comments
Feel free to change this story to be more culturally relevant. For example,
a hunter with a crochet hat that caught a seal or use flint in the story.
There is also the legend of Kaujjakjualuk which will be available to read
to students.
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Finding Joy and Highlights
Get yourself into a comfortable
position. Close your eyes. Just listen
to my voice. Breathe in slowly (breath
in). Breathe out slowly (breath out).
Let yourself relax. Feel the relaxation
flow through your body. Good.
Continue to breathe easily and slowly
and listen to my voice. I want to talk
to you about highlights. A highlight
is something positive. Something
good. Something happy or joyful. A
highlight is something that makes
you feel good. It’s something that lifts
your spirits and your day. When you
see sport highlights on TV (he shoots,
he scores), or movie highlights (all
righty then), or mark the best parts
of the book with a magic marker. You
are focusing on the best parts of the
game, movie or book. When you look
for highlights in your own life, it’s a
bit like going through your day with
a magic marker and highlighting the
best moments or the best parts of
your day. Think of something that
happened to you or something you
did or heard or saw that made you
feel really good. Think of something
that made you smile, or something
that made you feel proud, or happy, or
excited. Can you think of something?
That’s a highlight. Highlights don’t
have to be big things they can be
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very little things or special moments
that you find each day. Little things
that make you feel good or happy
inside. Highlights are happy moments
that let your good feelings come out
each day. Anything that makes you
feel good or feel happy is a highlight.
Highlights are very important
because they are the things that make
you feel good about yourself, good
about others, and good about your
day. A day without highlights is a day
without joy. Highlights come from
a lot of different places. Highlights
come from doing fun things with
your family, classmates, team mates,
or friends. Highlights come from
being out in nature. Highlights
come from physical activity, playing
games or sports. Highlights come
from personal accomplishments like
learning something new, discovering
something new, doing something well,
improving at something important
to you, finishing something you
have been working on, or creating
something special. Highlights come
from doing things you find relaxing,
like listening to good music, relaxing
in the bathtub, watching a good movie
or reading a good book. Highlights
also come from eating things that
you really like. Anything that you do

during the day that makes you feel
good or happy or more fully alive is
a highlight. No matter how small or
simple it may appear to be. It is often
the simplest highlights that add the
greatest ongoing joy to your life.
Highlights are the best part of your
day. They are all around you and
inside you. They are easy to find but
you have to look for them and the only
way to make the best of every day is
to get good at looking at highlights in
everything you do. When you start
looking for highlights you find them
each day even if you are sick, sad,
or something didn’t go the way you
wanted it to go. You can even find
good things in bad things if you really
look. Look for highlights wherever
you go and whatever you do. Look
for the good things around you and
inside you. See how many highlights
you can find today. It’s also fun to
share your highlights with other

people and to ask them about their
highlights. When a group of friends
or team mates or classmates or family
members sit down and share their
highlights everyone feels better. If
you want to live with more joy and
happiness in your life two things will
help greatly. One, look for good things
or highlights in everything you do
every day. Two, plan to do good things
you like to do more often. Plan to do
something you enjoy doing every day
and do it. Let your highlights keep you
smiling today and every day.

II Advisory Team Comments
This mindfulness exercise helps students develop a sense of gratitude
by shifting from negative to positive and learning to give thanks (not
blame self or others).
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Umbalakiki
Get yourself into a comfortable
position. Breathe easily and slowly.
Close your eyes. Be very quiet. Just
listen to my voice. Breathe in slowly
(breath in). Breathe out slowly (breath
out). Breathe in slowly (breath in).
Breathe out slowly (breath out). Let
yourself relax. Continue to breathe
easily and slowly and just listen to
my voice while I tell you a story about
Umbalakiki. The ideas in this story
are from a place on the other side of
the world called Papua, New Guinea.
It goes like this: The people live on the
land in little qammaq. The people use
qulliq for light and warmth. The days
are beautiful and bright like a spring
day. The birds are back, the air feels
warm. Fish are going down stream,
Arctic char is hanging to dry. The seal
cubs are out. Families are out fishing
and camping. The people are very nice
and friendly and the children love to
play together outside. They laugh a lot
and have lots of fun playing. Imagine
being outside running around, feeling
joyful. When the children finish
playing games, all the children get
together in a circle. One of the children
gently touches every child on the
arm or shoulder one by one and says,
Umbalakiki, Umbalakiki which means
I take it from you, I take it from you.
She then places her hand on a nearby
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willow. The reason she does this is
to take away any unhappy feelings,
worries or anger that may have come
up during the game. This is a good
way of taking away bad feelings,
just in case any of the children were
feeling bad. This is called, “aamaq it”
(tag it). The elder who was 110 years
old in the story from Papua New
Guinea said that his people have been
doing this for many, many years. He
said that “aamaq it” (tag it) unhappy
thoughts or bad feelings, helps his
people to live happily with each other
and within themselves. You can use
Umbalakiki to feel happier too. If ever
you are feeling worried or unhappy
or angry about something, in a sport
or game, or at home or in school, or
at the health centre, walk over to a
willow, or wall or door or garbage can
and aamaq it. As you touch the wall
or door or willow pretend that you
are putting all your worries or bad
feelings into that willow or wall or
door or garbage can. Then smile and
walk away knowing that you have let
your worries go. You have put your
worries away and you are now free to
be positive or happy. Let’s play a little
pretend game or imagine game right
now to practice Umbalakiki. Think of
a worry or a not so happy feeling you
have or once had. Can you think of

one? In your mind pretend that you
are taking that worry or bad feeling
and walking over to a willow or a door
or wall. Imagine you are touching your
hand on a willow or door or wall. Say
to yourself Umbalakiki. I am putting
my worries in here. One, two, three,
now my worries are in the willow.
Then smile and say to yourself good
my worry or bad feeling is now in the
willow or door or wall. I am now free
to do something good or be happy. If
you are worried about putting your
worries into a willow because you
don’t want to hurt the willow then
put your worries some place else or
throw your worries lightly onto the
top of the willow. When the wind
blows the willow will shake and your
worries will float away. When you
are doing Umbalakiki you are putting
your worries away. You are tagging

them, or parking them, or throwing
them away right now because right
now they are not helping you. If those
worries are important to you, you
can go back to them later and take
them out of the willow or where ever
you put them. Before you go, think
of something you really like to do.
Something that makes you feel good
or strong or happy. See if you can do
that good thing today or tomorrow.
Umbalakiki.

II Advisory Team Comments
Explain to students this meditation is about healing, taking something
off and leaving it behind. After doing this meditation, anyone who
wants can use a stick or their hand and put away their worry or anger
to be taken away. Consider having a garbage can or bag available in the
classroom for the custodian to take away. The main idea here is to have
something available for students to feel free to use. Change words or
images to fit your dialect.
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Changing Channels – Beginner
Close your eyes and be very quiet.
Breathe in slowly. Breathe out slowly.
Listen to my voice as I talk to you
about Changing Channels. Sometimes
we feel very happy, excited and good.
Other times we feel very nervous,
angry or sad or we don’t feel well. It’s
ok to feel all of these ways just like
there are different movies and TV
shows, some that are funny and make
us laugh or others that are sad and
make us cry and others that are very
fast and make us feel excited. We
have many different feelings. These
different feelings are like different TV
shows or channels. These channels
though are inside your head. Just
like a TV, computer or tablet, you
can change the channel. To change
the channel in your head, press your
hands down on your belly button and

think about something else. If you are
on a worry channel and don’t want to
worry, think about a place or person or
thing that makes you feel calm. Take a
deep breath in and out. Let’s practice
Changing Channels. Pretend you are
feeling grumpy, you are on a mad
channel. Press your hand against your
belly button and think of something
special you did this week. How did
that make you feel? Pretend that you
are doing that activity. You feel calm.
What channel do you want to be on
today? Press your hands against your
belly button. Change the channel to
what you want to be on today. Try to
stay on this channel. Open your eyes
and remember that if you need to you
can change your channel by pressing
on your belly button and thinking
about something else.

II Advisory Team Comments
Use Changing Channels for Beginners with students first before using
the Advanced Changing Channels.
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Changing Channels – Advanced
Close your eyes and listen as
I talk to you about Changing
Channels. Earlier you learned about
Changing Channels by pressing
your hands against your belly button
and thinking about something that
makes you feel good and happy
and calm. I am going to talk to you
about another way to change your
channel. It’s ok to feel sad or mad or
nervous, but when you feel this way
it is important to show or tell others
in a way that is helpful. Let me tell
you about Markoosie. Markoosie
was playing soccer with his friends
at recess. Levi wasn’t playing fair
and pushed Markoosie when he had
the ball. Markoosie curled his hands
into fists and felt very hot. Then he
ran over to Levi and pushed him
back. Levi fell down and scraped his
knee. The teacher told both of them
they had to stay inside for the next
recess. What could Markoosie have
done differently? The stop sign. The
stop sign is something that can help
you show or tell others how you are
feeling without hurting anyone or
making anyone feel badly. When
something happens that makes you
feel very angry or sad or frustrated
try changing the channel by pressing
your hand against your belly button
and thinking of something that
makes you feel calm or happy. If that
doesn’t work, use the stop sign. Ask

yourself what am I feeling? Why do I
feel this way? What happened? Take
a deep breath and think. What’s the
best way to deal with this feeling?
Let’s think about Markoosie again
and how his story would have gone
differently if he used the stop sign
to change his channel. Markoosie
was playing soccer with his friends
at recess. Levi wasn’t playing fair
and pushed Markoosie when he had
the ball. Markoosie curled his hands
into fists and felt very hot. But this
time he thought of the stop sign. He
quietly said stop to himself and then
he said I’m mad because Levi pushed
me and that isn’t playing fair. “Think”,
Markoosie thought. “What can I do”? “I
can tell him the rules of the game”. So,
Markoosie ran over to Levi and said,
“no pushing allowed”. He felt much
better and the boys continued to play
soccer. Levi didn’t push Markoosie
again all game. Let’s try using the stop
sign to change channels. Think of
something that makes you feel angry
or frustrated or sad. STOP, how do
you feel? I feel ….. Why do you feel this
way? …. Because …. Think …. What can
I do to feel better? I can …. Go. Pretend
you are trying out your solution. How
do you feel? You feel good and calm.
Next time something makes you feel
sad or angry or frustrated and want
to change channels, remember the
stop sign. STOP and think, go.
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Changing Channels – Advanced
(Using Northern Zones)
Close your eyes and listen as I talk
to you about Changing Channels.
Earlier you learned about Changing
Channels by pressing your hands
against your belly button and thinking
about something that makes you feel
good and happy and calm. I am going
to talk to you about another way to
change your channel. It’s ok to feel sad
or mad or nervous, but when you feel
this way it is important to show or tell
others in a way that is helpful. Let me
tell you about Markoosie. Markoosie
was playing soccer with his friends
at recess. Levi wasn’t playing fair
and pushed Markoosie when he had
the ball. Markoosie curled his hands
into fists and felt very hot. Then he
ran over to Levi and pushed him
back. Levi fell down and scraped his
knee. The teacher told both of them
they had to stay inside for the next
recess. What could Markoosie have
done differently? The stop sign. The
stop sign is something that can help
you show or tell others how you are
feeling without hurting anyone or
making anyone feel badly. When
something happens that makes you
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feel very angry or sad or frustrated
try changing the channel by pressing
your hand against your belly button
and thinking of something that makes
you feel calm or happy. If that doesn’t
work, use the stop sign. The stop sign
is a warning to keep you out of the red
zone. Think STOP! Ask yourself what
am I feeling? Why do I feel this way?
What happened? Do you remember
the other colours in Northern Zones?
Yellow means slow down and think.
Take a deep breath and think. What’s
the best way to deal with this feeling?
Next is green. Green means good to go.
Go do it. Let’s think about Markoosie
again and how his story would have
gone differently if he used the stop
sign to change his channel. Markoosie
was playing soccer with his friends
at recess. Levi wasn’t playing fair
and pushed Markoosie when he had
the ball. Markoosie curled his hands
into fists and felt very hot. But this
time he thought of the stop sign. He
quietly said stop to himself and then
he said I’m mad because Levi pushed
me and that isn’t playing fair. Think.
Markoosie thought. What can I do?

I can tell him the rules of the game.
So Markoosie ran over to Levi and
said no pushing allowed. He felt much
better and the boys continued to play
soccer. Levi didn’t push Markoosie
again all game. Let’s try using the
stop sign to change channels. Think
of something that makes you feel
angry or frustrated or sad. STOP,
how do you feel? I feel ….. Why do you

feel this way? …. Because …. Think ….
What can I do to feel better? I can ….
Go. Pretend you are trying out your
solution. How do you feel? You feel
good and calm. You’re back in the
green zone where you want to be.
Next time something makes you feel
sad or angry or frustrated and want
to change channels, remember the
stop sign. STOP and think, go!
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Amaruq
Close your eyes and listen as I talk
to you about doing the right thing.
Imagine that you are making an igloo.
Everyone knows the first block is the
foundation. It is the lead. The rest of
the blocks will follow. If you set the
blocks properly the last piece qudluti/
igaladpik will be just right. The first
block is like your choice to do the right
thing when you feel angry. Just like
that first block of the igloo. If the igloo
foundation is not built right it will
collapse. So, what is the right thing
to do when you are angry? The right
thing to do when you are angry is to
STOP and think. Think about building
the igloo with that first block. Here is
a story to help you.
It’s ok to feel sad or mad or nervous,
but when you feel this way it is
important to show or tell others in a
way that is helpful. Let me tell you
about Markoosie. Markoosie was
playing soccer with his friends at
recess. Levi wasn’t playing fair and
pushed Markoosie when he had the
ball. Markoosie curled his hands
into fists and felt very hot. Then he
ran over to Levi and pushed him
back. Levi fell down and scraped his
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knee. The teacher told both of them
they had to stay inside for the next
recess. What could Markoosie have
done differently? The first block of
the igloo is something that can help
you show or tell others how you are
feeling without hurting anyone or
making anyone feel badly. When
something happens that makes you
feel very angry or sad or frustrated
think of the igloo. Ask yourself what
am I feeling? Why do I feel this way?
What happened? Take a deep breath
and think. What’s the right way to deal
with this feeling? Let’s think about
Markoosie again and how his story
would have gone differently if he
used the igloo to help him. Markoosie
was playing soccer with his friends
at recess. Levi wasn’t playing fair
and pushed Markoosie when he had
the ball. Markoosie curled his hands
into fists and felt very hot. But this
time he thought of the igloo and how
he wanted to do the right thing. He
quietly said STOP to himself and then
he said I’m mad because Levi pushed
me and that isn’t playing fair. “Think”,
Markoosie thought. “What can I do to
make this right”? “I can tell him the
rules of the game”. So, Markoosie ran

over to Levi and said, “ no pushing
allowed”. He felt much better and the
boys continued to play soccer. Levi
didn’t push Markoosie again all game.
Let’s try using the image of building
an igloo. Just stop and think of how
to make it right. OK, let’s practice.
Think of something that makes you
feel angry or frustrated or sad. STOP,
how do you feel? I feel ….. Why do I

feel this way? …. Because …. Think ….
What can I do to feel better? ….What is
the right thing to do? I can …. . Pretend
you are trying out your solution. How
do you feel? You feel good and calm.
Next time something makes you feel
sad or angry or frustrated, remember
the first block of the igloo. STOP and
think, then build it right.

II Advisory Team Comments
Consider other images for this meditation such as the seasons or the
four directions (north south, east and west).
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I Am
Find a comfortable position. Close
your eyes and listen. Animals can
teach us a lot about ourselves. Some
animals are very small, some are very
big, some are black and white, others
are red, blue and yellow. No matter
what shape, size or color each animal
shares something in common with
us. Polar bears are strong and so are
we. Repeat after me. I am strong like a
polar bear. Wolves are brave and so are
we. Repeat after me. I am brave like a
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wolf. Snowy owls are wise and so are
we. Repeat after me. I am wise like a
snowy owl. Arctic hares are silly and
so are we. Repeat after me. I am silly
like an arctic hare. Always remember
that you can be strong, brave, wise and
silly just like the animals. Think about
your favourite animals and what you
have in common with them. Make
your own sentences and say these to
yourself when you are feeling upset
or sad, or want to feel better.

Mindful Movement
Mindfulness or paying close attention
in the present moment can make us
feel calm. There are many different
ways to be mindful, like listening when
someone is speaking or focusing on
an activity. Listen carefully as I clap
the following patterns, then repeat
the pattern. Ready? Let’s begin (3
claps). Now repeat the pattern. Did
you remember the pattern? Let’s try
another. (4 claps). Now repeat the
pattern. Another (9 claps). Are you
ready for one last pattern? (6 claps).
Go ahead. Thanks for practicing your
listening. Try this activity with a
friend and make your own patterns.
Practice being mindful each day by

really listening to what others are
saying. Listening to a song or really
focusing on sounds that you hear
each day, like skidoos zooming by or
dogs barking, or the sound of snow
crunching under your feet as you
walk.

Bonus Patterns
Let’s try some difficult patterns. Listen
carefully while I clap the following
patterns (7 claps). Now repeat the
pattern. Another one (9 claps). Finally,
our last pattern (14 claps). Remember
to practice being mindful each day
by listening to different sounds and
focusing while completing an activity.
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Muscle Relaxation
Get yourself into a comfortable
position. Close your eyes. Just listen to
my voice. Breathe in slowly. Breathe
out slowly. Breathe in slowly. Breathe
out slowly. Let yourself relax. Feel the
relaxation spread through your body.
Good. There are lots of different ways
to relax. This one is called Muscle
Relaxation. I want you to think
relaxation into the different body
parts I mention and let those body
parts relax. Let’s start with your feet.
Move your toes and feet. Let them
relax. Now think into your lower legs.
Move them a little. Let the muscles in
your lower legs totally relax. Think
into your upper legs. Wiggle them a
little. Let those muscles totally relax.
Feel your legs sinking to a completely
relaxed state. Wiggle your bum relax
those muscles. Focus on the muscles
in your lower back and move them
a little. Think relaxation into those
muscles. Move the muscles in your
upper back. Feel the relaxation flow
into your upper back. Feel your whole
body relax. Now wiggle your hands
and fingers. Let them relax. Feel them
get warm and tingle slightly. Let them
totally relax. Wiggle your lower arms,
your upper arms and your shoulders.
Now relax your lower arms, your
upper arms, your shoulders. Totally
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relax. Move your head from side to
side. Relax your head and neck. Feel
your head think into a totally relaxed
comfortable position. Move your
jaw. Let your jaw relax. Scan your
body for possible areas of tension or
tightness and relax those muscles.
Feel your entire body encircled with
soothing warmth and relaxation.
Enjoy this wonderful state of complete
relaxation. Good. You are calm, you are
relaxed, you feel confident and happy
to be alive. You are in control. You feel
great. This concludes our exercise in
Muscle Relaxation. You have done a
great job at relaxing yourself. Now
slowly move your arms to your side,
open your eyes and have a great day.

One Breath Relaxation
Get yourself into a comfortable position.
Close your eyes. Just listen to my voice.
Breathe in slowly. Breathe out slowly.
Breathe in slowly. Breathe out slowly.
Let yourself relax. Feel the relaxation
spread through your body. Good. There
are lots of different ways to relax. This
one is called One Breath relaxation. It is
probably the best one to use when you
want to relax quickly. One of your goals
in learning to relax is to get to the point
where you can relax quickly whenever
you are stressed, worried, upset, mad or
simply want to relax to go to sleep. You
can learn to relax quickly by practicing
One Breath relaxation. Let’s try it now.
Breathe in one long, slow, deep breath
(breath in), breathe out slowly (breath
out). Let all the tension flow out of your
body. Breathe in one long slow, deep
breath (breath in), breathe out slowly
(breath out). Let yourself relax. Good.
Now continue to breathe easily and
slowly. Just listen to my voice. In some
situations, for example, when you are
stressed or afraid it helps to be able to
relax quickly within the time it takes
you to breathe in slowly, and breathe
out slowly. It takes practice to get
really good at One Breath relaxation. A
great way to practice is to try your one
minute relaxation whenever you are
beginning to feel stressed, or worried
or distracted or angry. Let’s practice
it now. Breathe in one long slow deep
breath (breath in) and breathe out

slowly (breathe out). Let all the tension
flow out of your mind and body. Breathe
in slowly (breath in), breathe out slowly
(breath out). Say to yourself relax.
Breathe in slowly (breath in), breathe
out slowly (breath out). Relax. Good.
If you are stressed or distracted and
want to quickly regain control a quick
way to start is with your breathing or
One Breath relaxation. If you are alive
you are breathing so all you have to do
is think about your breathing. Take that
one long slow breath in and as you blow
out, say to yourself relax. There are lots
of opportunities to practice your One
Breath relaxation. For example, when
you are taking a test, or performing in
front of others, when you are competing
in sports, or you are going to the doctor
for a treatment, when there is an
argument at home, or whenever you are
doing anything that you find stressful
or scary. If you want to get really good
at One Breath relaxation every time
you are facing a stressful situation or
whenever something upsets you at
home, at school, in the playground, in
a game or competition, try your One
Breath relaxation. Take one long, slow,
deep breath in and slowly breathe out
and say to yourself relax. In times of
stress go to your breathing. It is a great
way to remind yourself to relax. Let
your One Breath relaxation help you
to relax, stay positive and put yourself
back in control.
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Quiet Lake
Get yourself into a comfortable
position. Close your eyes. Just listen to
my voice. Breathe in slowly. Breathe
out slowly. Breathe in slowly. Breathe
out slowly. Let yourself relax. Feel
the relaxation spread through your
body. Good. Imagine that you are
outside sitting or lying quietly next
to a beautiful lake. It’s early in the
morning and the first rays of sunshine
are reflecting on the perfectly calm
lake. You can feel the warmth of the
sun shining on your face and making
you feel great all over. The sun is
shining, the sky is blue, the air is
fresh. The lake is absolutely still. You
are perfectly calm. It is a wonderful
morning. Everything inside you
is warm and calm and happy.
Everything is as it should be. You feel
the absolute stillness and calmness of
the lake within your body and soul.
You are at peace with the silence. You
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are enjoying the feel of the warmth
of the sun. You are so quiet and still.
You feel like a natural part of the
beauty around you. There is no way
to tell where you end and where the
lake begins. The beauty and stillness
is reflecting within you just as it is
reflecting off the beautiful, calm lake.
Only your breath is moving. It is like
the mist rising gently off the surface
of the lake. You’re quiet, you’re calm.
You feel very alive and very happy. A
snow goose swims by in the distance.
It makes a tiny wave that ripples all the
way across the lake. Then everything
goes still and quiet again. Everything
is absolutely calm. You feel great. You
feel happy to be alive. When you open
your eyes you will continue to feel
calm and happy no matter what you
do or what you are faced with for the
rest of the day.

